
 

If you want to create a vibrant and healthy life for yourself, but have a love-hate relationship with your body, feel like 
you’ve done EVERYTHING under the sun to heal with little results, or you feel like you have a hangover from all the 
conflicting health information out there, you’re in the right place.  

This is an approach to health that is unique as you are.  

There’s no one-size-fits-all diet, or path toward health. I believe you already have the instinct and intuition to learn 
how to heal yourself. The trick is to learn how to do it. So rather than medicating or managing your symptoms, we 



focus on UNLOCKING vibrant health by clearing BLOCKAGES; toxic foods, toxic thoughts and toxic emotions that 
block your body’s capacity to heal itself.  

who I am 

I’m Anna Hinds CHC, and I received my certification in nutrition from the Institute for Integrative Nutrition in New York, 
EFT Certification from Brittany Watkins, Certification in Theophostic Prayer Ministry, and am a 200-hour RYT Yoga 
Instructor in Lubbock, TX.  

I’ve combined these modalities for one-on-one coaching, teaching workshops, and created the "Naked Retreats" -  a 
health retreat for women. (www.nakedretreats.org) 

My specialties include helping clients understand intuitive eating, work with their mind to heal their body, resolve 
stress-eating & emotional eating, clear resistance to exercise, and tap into the healing intelligence that lives right inside 
their own skin. 

the tools I use: 

There are some amazing tools out there to clear blockages. I like to think of them as doorways toward health. Don’t 
over-analyze which doorway is the best, just notice which one you’re drawn to and walk right in! Here are the ones I 
use and love: 

intuitive eating 

http://www.nakedretreats.org


There’s no one-size fits all diet, and one person’s miracle pill could be another person’s poison. Intuitive Eating takes 
out the labels such as Vegan, Paleo, Keto, Low-carb, etc and teaches you how to tune in to your sensations, signals 
and symptoms to lead you toward the right foods and supplements for you.  

When you invest in health coaching, you’ll receive a complimentary 111 page, full color E-book called “Tuning Fork” 
that gives you the steps to intuitive eating, plus recipes, shopping lists, trade lists and more! 

 “Moditation” - because health begins in your mind. 
  
After coaching clients for several years, I discovered that we could talk about nutrition & exercise all day long, but if 
we didn't work with the stress, emotions, mindsets, success was limited in the long term. 

For many, the missing puzzle pieces have to do with clearing the toxic thoughts and toxic emotions that over time 
have caused the body to go into a “mode” of stress, anxiety, frustration, fear, etc.  

When that stress-mode happens over and over again, the body becomes focused on surviving and has great 
difficulty healing.  

“Moditation” works with your deeper mind to go from stress-mode to peace-mode, survival-mode to creation mode, fix-
it-mode to healing mode. This process work helping your mind get on board with the changes you want to make. 

Moditation is a combination of EFT Tapping, Meditation, & Visualization. This surprisingly simple combination of tools 
have been AMAZINGLY successful for helping my clients release weight, clear resistance to exercise, stick with 
healthy eating, relieve anxiety and depression, bring peace to past traumas and phobias, and step into the vision they 
have for their healthiest self.  



Let’s break it down:  

EFT Tapping (Emotional Freedom Technique), is a surprisingly simple and powerful tool that works the Limbic System, 
the emotional center of your brain to calm stress and emotions. By simply tapping on meridian points located on the 
face and neck area, it sends a signal to the Limbic System to turn off the stress-response, not only calming your 
nervous system, but rewiring your brain to heal from past triggers. Recommended by holistic doctors such as Dr. 
Joseph Mercola, Dr. Kim D'Eramo, and Dr. Josh Axe.  

Meditation - I imagine you’ve heard of meditation, but many are unsure how to use it. The term “meditation” simply 
means “to become familiar with”. As you learn to observe without judgement, you’ll notice what thoughts, emotions, 
beliefs and sensations have been programmed into your mind that are causing a downward spiral of health, and you’ll 
learn to tune into new thoughts, emotions and beliefs to create an upward spiral of health.  

Visualization - Think of visualization like a projector image on the movie screen of your mind. It’s something we’re 
naturally doing all the time, but most of us automatically visualize negatively. Interestingly enough, your deeper mind 
doesn’t know the difference between a real or imagined experience. So when you “re-image” and visualize your 
truest, healthiest self, your deeper mind begins to take that image and create based on the truth rather than the old 
program that was conceived through fear or trauma.  

yoga 

If you feel disconnected from your body, your emotions, thoughts or sensations, then yoga is an amazing tool. Yoga 
means” yoke”; a way to re-connect your body and mind back together. Between the intentional deep breathing, the 
consistent stretching, the muscle work, and the cues to connect mind and body, this form of movement has much to 
offer.  



Honestly, when I first got into yoga, I was surprised at how disconnected I’d become from the sensations and 
emotions in my physical body. I was a successful stuffer - all the emotions and sensations I didn’t know how to 
process were stuffed down to the point that I could barely feel myself at all.  

I hung in there because I felt so drawn to the practice, and laying there on my mat after the first class, there was 
noticeably less tension, more connection with God and myself that I didn’t expect in an exercise environment, and 
from that day on I was hooked.  

about coaching: 
When you invest in health coaching, you’ll receive: 

• Weekly one-on-one sessions in person or via phone, FaceTime or Skype. Sessions are about 1 hr in length.  
• “Tuning Fork” E-book guide + recipes for intuitive eating. Shopping lists and more. 111 pages. Full-color (updated 

October 2018).  
• Access to “Moditations” - a combination of EFT Tapping, meditation, and visualization to get your mind on board 

with the changes you want to create in your health.  
• Access to Anna via Voxer so you can ask questions etc during the week. 

Get your Intro Session! 
what is an Intro Session? 
I want you to have a chance to get a feel for this process before you commit. That way you’ll know if you resonate 
with the approach and know if we’re a good match for working together. This is a $50, one-hour, “get to know you” 
session. Call or text - 806.632.1464 to schedule. Take a look at the coaching packages below: 



6 Session Package - $400 

- 6 personalized, one-on-one, Weekly Coaching Sessions 
- Access to Anna via phone, text, Voxer or Email  
- 1 hour in length (in person or via phone) 
- Access to tools and resources you can use for the rest of your life! 

12 Session Package - $700 

- 12 personalized, one-on-one, Weekly Coaching Sessions 
- Access to Anna via phone, text, Voxer or Email  
- 1 hour in length (in person or via phone) 
- Access to tools and resources you can use for the rest of your life! 

Note: Single sessions are available for $75 per session ($60 per session if you’ve previously ordered a package of sessions).  

I’d love to hear from you! 

806.632.1464 
annahinds@icloud.com 
hello@nakedretreats.org 

www.annahinds.com 
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